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Darwin was destroyed by Cyclone
Tracy
a number of people wanted to see at
least part of the city re-built on
energy conserving lines
proposal designed by Uni
Queensland presented to
reconstruction committee that
became to prototype for Solar
Village.
It was built on a business model and
the organisation was named COPE
Centre Of Primary Energy
In 1978 they occupied it as an
experimental residential
conservation venture with off grid
tropical designed living, co
management of the bush and
shared value rules established.
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●

●
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members of a Darwin study group bought a site at Humpty Doo of 320 acres to experiment.
Humpty doo is 35 kms SE of Darwin. Top End rural living with a lot of blocks a small mixed
farms.
The solar village site has a ridge and part of horns creek with sparse eucalypt forest on the ridge
and woodlands and some aquatic community types on the lowlands
The site and the surrounding country was in a very degraded state due to prolonged near annual
burning, a dense buffalo population in the 60’s and the transit of the eye of cyclone Tracy.
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The Solar village community made a
commitment
to
a
fire
exclusion
experiemnt of an indefinite duration.
The
NTFS
relaxed
the
normal
requirement for a firebreak around every
lot
Burnt break of 50 – 100 metres around
village, contained and let let go.
And then as the area around was
developed a fire break only 30 meters
wide as a singular perimeter around the
whole village .
The community built an overhead wind
mill water tank quick fill facility for fire
fighting vehicles and a light truck with a
drop on fire fighting unit. There was a
duty crew and a fire watch operating on a
roster system, between 30-40 residents
living at one time.
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after second year without fire grass and leaf litter was twice of what it had been the previous year.
The following year the nutrient conversion cycle regained capacity and by the end of the third year it was back to just under
the first year.
After around 7 years the tree stem recruitment begins
The quality of the soil as a seed bed altered and tree species confined to the riparian zone began to establish themselves
almost everywhere, grasses cahnge from annual to perenial.
the number of tree species doubles between year 7-14 and the number of individual trees trebled at the same time. Infiltration
of rainfall has increased 10 fold
John Brock, resident botanist, noted the understory infill within the eucalypt open forest of Breynia cernua, Buchanaria
obovata, Terminalia ferdinandia,

●

Followed by the next cycle of Vitex acuminata, Denhamia obscura, Xanthostemon paradoxus, vines of Smilax, flaggellaria,
opilia, dioscorea, Cissus, jasmin, parsonia
Along then out from the riparian zone- pleomele, carpentaria, lophostemon, accriculaformas, canirium, canthium, alphintonia,
alstonia, ficus, urena, horsefildia

●

birds such as emerald doves, night jars, jungle fowl and rainbow pittas reside and small mammals such possums, bandicoots,
tree and water goanna, sugar gliders and black footed tree rats have moved in
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Fensham, 1990-Interactive effects of fire
frequency
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STRUCTURE CHANGE as almost
all common tree and shrub species
moved into the mid canopy with fire
protection
Solar Village and Munmalary
reinforce the conclusion that the
interplay of edaphitic conditions,
with types of fire frequency, elicits
different responses from individual
species.
Low rainforest species due to lack of
source species

Woinarski, 2004-Response of vegetation and
vertebrate fauna to 23 years of fire exclusion
in tropical eucalyptus open forest.
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The total density of stems was nearly
fourfold greater in the unburnt than in the
annually burnt quadrats.
Compared with the annually burnt
quadrats, the unburnt quadrats had
significantly and substantially greater
richness and
MORE EXTENSIVE COVER OF
RAINFOREST ASSOCIATED PLANT
SPECIES.
The proportion that rainforest species
contributed to total cover increased from
12 to 47%, respectively.
Solar Village provides a larger area in
which rainforest colonization and
expansion can occur.
The annually burnt area appears to be in
unusually good condition due to the
‘success’ of the diligent early burning
regime in preventing late dry season fires.
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Last of the annuals June
1979
First fire 17 August 1991
3 lightning strikes that
didn’t take
4 fires come to southern
boundary after back
burning operation
ceases
2013 pandans creek
blasé
2019 floodplain burn
Lot and lots of little camp
fires a neighbour burns
pandanas clumps house
side of creek.
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When to burn
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Greater landscape there is whole bunch of factors to consider, cultural,
ecological, seasonal, diurnal
Consider the inputs, tree/grass balance are the outputs, what bush do we
want.
Then we have to ask ourselves the balance between proactive and reactive,
proactive increases predictability and question commitment and preparedness
The Solar Village is larger now a mixture of open and closed forest
Only flammable vegetation is the grass on the floodplain, Pandanas largely
confined to the riparian zone and leaf litter under the forest.
There is some anxiety with some of the original residents, wanting to fuel
reduction burn, possibly time to consider water points, spray units, leaf
blowers and management tracks.

When is the right time to
burn?
●
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As an asset, protect in all sides, burn southern and western boundaries
up the western boundary to protect the school conservation reserve.
Get commitment from school to slash reserve boundary and for them to
have preparations for back burning.
Monitor neighbours wet season pandanas fuel reduction burning

John Brock
certainly an enduring dedicated joint group commitment to exclude fire, promote &
exercise the startling results, & continue to pursue this dangerous but thrilling tropical
ecosystem adventure

